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Download Billu Full Movie, Billu Pc, Mobile Full Video Free on PC, Laptop or laptop with streaming. Billu is a new rom com
film by Indonesia. The Director is Ami Kusnadi. The Original story is written by Roemeni Ambar Asmorod. This is a brilliant
work of Indonesia that is working in the field of cinema for so long. For the first time in Indonesia, this work has obtained a
large audience, and the beginning of its exposure and popularity has really been realized through the online media. If the
movie'Billu ', the role of the main character played by Uma Marianto, can touch the heart and soul of the viewer with true
emotions, and the writer can clearly express it through his script, then'Billu'has very good prospects for success. This work will
be a new start to the career of Ami Kusnadi, whose previous works include a film 'Love Sighs ', and this work is also known as
the pioneer film. Another name for this work is "new Indonesian romcom". Many people will be glad to be watching this movie
when it is released in the cinemas. This work will be loved and loved by the viewer of Indonesia. Billu(International title: My
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Son) is a 2018 Indian Bollywood romantic comedy film directed by Maneesh Sharma and produced by Rajat Kapoor under the
banner of Lyca Productions. The film features Salman Khan and Katrina Kaif in the lead roles. Principal photography
commenced on 17 November 2017 in Mumbai, and ended on 14 December 2017. The filming schedule was extended for two
weeks from December 10, 2017 because of floods and landslides in the city. The soundtrack is composed by Pritam while the
lyrics were written by Amitabh Bhattacharya. Synopsis: Husband plays a game with himself to prove to his wife that he can do
anything, any sacrifice. "Billu", this is one of the latest releases of the year, which is the romantic comedy film of the year 2018.
I believe that you have already heard of the film, so you can already understand the story. There is a talk about the film, which is
not boring. At least for me, I can say that the script is very beautiful. I really like the dialogue in the film. I feel that the
screenwriters are very good, with the direction of the film, I feel that they have chosen the right person to play 82157476af
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